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Firing Rate Homeostasis Can Occur in the Absence of
Neuronal Activity-Regulated Transcription
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Despite dynamic inputs, neuronal circuits maintain relatively stable firing rates over long periods. This maintenance of firing rate, or
firing rate homeostasis, is likely mediated by homeostatic mechanisms such as synaptic scaling and regulation of intrinsic excitability.
Because some of these homeostatic mechanisms depend on transcription of activity-regulated genes, including Arc and Homer1a, we
hypothesized that activity-regulated transcription would be required for firing rate homeostasis. Surprisingly, however, we found that
cultured mouse cortical neurons from both sexes grown on multi-electrode arrays homeostatically adapt their firing rates to persistent
pharmacological stimulation even when activity-regulated transcription is disrupted. Specifically, we observed firing rate homeostasis in
Arc knock-out neurons, as well as knock-out neurons lacking the activity-regulated transcription factors AP1 and SRF. Firing rate
homeostasis also occurred normally during acute pharmacological blockade of transcription. Thus, firing rate homeostasis in response
to increased neuronal activity can occur in the absence of neuronal-activity-regulated transcription.
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Introduction
Neuronal circuits maintain relatively stable firing rates even in
the face of changes in circuit inputs. For example, upon eliminat-
ing visual input to the mouse visual cortex via monocular depri-
vation, the firing rates of visual cortex neurons initially decrease,
but over a period of 3– 4 d, they return to the pre-deprived levels
(Hengen et al., 2013, 2016), thus undergoing homeostasis. Firing

rate homeostasis has also been observed in cultured neurons in
response to chronic stimulation or chronic blockade of neuronal
activity (Turrigiano et al., 1998; Burrone et al., 2002; Bateup et al.,
2013; Pozzi et al., 2013; Slomowitz et al., 2015). Understanding
the molecular mechanisms that enable firing rate homeostasis
may provide insight into human diseases that present with an
imbalance of excitation and inhibition in the brain, such as epi-
lepsy or autism (Turrigiano, 2011). However, the molecular
mechanisms underlying firing rate homeostasis are largely
unknown.

We hypothesized that activity-regulated transcription would
be required for firing rate homeostasis because it is required for
several forms of homeostatic plasticity that could regulate firing
rate. First, synaptic scaling, a multiplicative homeostatic change
in the number of AMPA receptors at synapses (Turrigiano et al.,
1998), is impaired in one direction (scaling down) by the loss of
the activity-regulated genes (ARGs) Homer1a and Plk2, and it is
impaired in the other direction (scaling up) by both acute block-
ade of transcription and by loss of the ARGs Arc, Nptx1, Plk2, and
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Significance Statement

Neuronal circuits maintain relatively stable firing rates even in the face of dynamic circuit inputs. Understanding the molecular
mechanisms that enable this firing rate homeostasis could potentially provide insight into neuronal diseases that present with an
imbalance of excitation and inhibition. It has long been proposed that activity-regulated transcription could underlie firing rate
homeostasis because activity-regulated genes turn on when neurons are above their target firing rates and include many genes that
could regulate firing rate. Surprisingly, despite this prediction, we found that cortical neurons can undergo firing rate homeostasis
in the absence of activity-regulated transcription, indicating that firing rate homeostasis can be controlled by non-transcriptional
mechanisms.
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Homer1a (Chowdhury et al., 2006; Shepherd et al., 2006; Ibata et
al., 2008; Seeburg et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2010; Diering et al., 2017;
Schaukowitch et al., 2017). Activity-regulated transcription also
homeostatically regulates excitatory/inhibitory (E/I) balance, or
the relative strengths and numbers of excitatory and inhibitory
synapses. Acute blockade of transcription following stimulation
impairs homeostatic decreases in excitatory synapse number
(Goold and Nicoll, 2010), and ARGs, including Nptx2, Igf1, Bdnf,
and Npas4, homeostatically regulate inhibitory synapse number
(Chang et al., 2010; Bloodgood et al., 2013; Spiegel et al., 2014;
Hartzell et al., 2018; Gray and Spiegel, 2019). Finally, transcrip-
tion mediates homeostatic changes in intrinsic excitability, that
is, a neuron’s likelihood of firing an action potential (Turrigiano,
2011). In the Drosophila neuromuscular junction, the transcrip-
tion factor Kruppel is required for homeostatic alterations in
intrinsic excitability, likely because of its regulation of potassium
channels (Parrish et al., 2014; Kulik et al., 2019). Although it is
unclear whether Kruppel regulates activity-dependent or basal
transcription, the mammalian ARG program has an enrichment
for potassium channels (Cho et al., 2016), suggesting that
activity-dependent potassium channel transcription may ho-
meostatically change intrinsic excitability. Importantly, each of
these transcription-dependent forms of homeostatic plasticity—
synaptic scaling, changing E/I balance, and changing intrinsic
excitability— can alter firing rates and are thus leading candidate
mechanisms underlying firing rate homeostasis (Turrigiano,
2012). Consistent with this idea, synaptic scaling and homeo-
static changes in intrinsic excitability both occur in neurons
undergoing firing rate homeostasis (Turrigiano et al., 1998;
Burrone et al., 2002; Bateup et al., 2013; Hengen et al., 2013;
Slomowitz et al., 2015). Thus, we reasoned that transcription
might regulate firing rate homeostasis through one or more of
these forms of homeostatic plasticity thought to underlie fir-
ing rate homeostasis.

In addition, ARG transcription and firing rate homeostasis
occur over a period of several hours following chronic stimula-
tion or activity blockade (Bateup et al., 2013; Hengen et al., 2013;
Slomowitz et al., 2015; Schaukowitch et al., 2017; Tyssowski et al.,
2018; Yap and Greenberg, 2018). Indeed, a model that takes into
account the kinetics of ARG induction and the mechanisms
mediating their induction suggests that activity-regulated
transcription of ion channels could regulate firing rate ho-
meostasis (O’Leary et al., 2014). Therefore, we considered
activity-regulated transcription to be a strong candidate reg-
ulator of firing rate homeostasis based on both the composi-
tion of the ARG program and the kinetics of ARG induction.
However, in the present study we observe firing rate homeo-
stasis even when activity-regulated transcription is disrupted,
indicating that firing rate homeostasis can occur in the ab-
sence of activity-regulated transcription.

Materials and Methods
Animal care. All animal care and experimental procedures were approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at Harvard Med-
ical School. Animals were housed with standard mouse chow and water
provided ad libitum.

Mouse (Mus musculus) strains. Wild-type CD-1 litters were acquired
from Charles River Laboratories. The Arc KO strain (007662, The Jack-
son Laboratory) expresses a destabilized form of GFP in the place of Arc
under the Arc promoter (Wang et al., 2006). The SRF KO strain (The
Jackson Laboratory, 006658) contains loxP sites flanking the promoter
and exon 1 sequences of SRF. The AP1 KO strain is a triple-transgenic
acquired from the Greenberg Laboratory (Vierbuchen et al., 2017), con-

tains loxP sites at three AP1 subunits: Fos (Fleischmann et al., 2003), Fosb
(created by Vierbuchen et al., 2017), and Junb (Kenner et al., 2004).

Neuronal culture. Cortical neurons were dissected from pups of mixed
sex on postnatal days 0 –2 and dissociated with papain [(L)(S)003126,
Worthington]. Neurons were plated on standard plastic plates coated
with poly-ornithine (30 �g/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) in water, or on Lumos
MEA plates (Axion Biosystems) or Lumos OptiClear plates (Axion Bio-
systems) coated with poly-ornithine (30 �g/ml) and 5 �g/ml laminin
(Invitrogen). Neurons were cultured in BrainPhys media (Stem Cell
Technologies), supplemented with SM1 (Stem Cell Technologies),
penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen), and fungizone (Gemini Bio). Cul-
tures were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2. Experiments were performed
on neurons between 15 and 28 DIV. For conditional knock-out (KO)
experiments (SRF and AP1), neurons were treated with homemade
AAV-CaMKII-GFP or AAV-CaMKII-Cre at 3– 4 DIV for 3 d, and exper-
iments were performed at least 14 d following viral treatment.

Viral production. AAV-CaMKII-Cre and AAV CaMKII-eGFP virus
were made by transfecting HEK293T cells with the particles pHelper,
RC1, RC2, and CaMKII-Cre or CaMKII-eGFP. Viral supernatant was
collected on Day 3 of transfection, by collecting viral supernatant after 3
freeze/thaw cycles at �80°C and 37°C. Cellular debris was removed by
centrifugation at for 1500 � g for 15 min, and filtering through a 0.45 �m
filter. Virus was stored at 4°C for up to 1 month.

MEA recordings. Recordings were made using the Maestro and
MiddleMan from Axion Biosystems (version 1.0.0.0), along with Axion’s
AxIS software v2.4.5. Lumos MEA plates have 48 wells, each containing
16 PEDOT electrodes in a 4 � 4 grid. Electrodes are 50 �m in diameter
and spaced 350 �m apart. Neurons were kept at 37°C with 5% CO2

during recordings using the Axion Maestro system.
Spike sorting. Spike sorting was performed similarly to other published

in vitro studies (Fong et al., 2015; Slomowitz et al., 2015). Specifically, raw
data were filtered in AxIS online using a 200 Hz Butterworth high-pass
filter and a 3000 Hz Butterworth low-pass filter. Spikes were detected in
AxIS online using peak detection with an adaptive threshold of 5.5 stan-
dard deviations from noise levels. To avoid detection of overlapping
spikes, detection was prevented for 2.16 ms after each peak.

Spikes were semiautomatically sorted offline in MATLAB using
custom-written code clustering waveforms (vectors of voltage over time,
detected by AxIS) in principal component (PC) space and clustered by
fitting to Gaussian mixture models. The number of clusters was deter-
mined manually using a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows the
user to see the spikes plotted in PC space as well as the spike traces and
mean spike waveforms for each cluster. We rarely observed spikes with
an atypical shape, and those that we did observe were at low-frequency
and therefore filtered out later in our analysis. Furthermore, upon the
addition of tetrodotoxin (TTX; 1 �M) at the end of several experiments,
we observed a complete cessation of spiking, indicating that the spikes we
identified were a result of neuronal activity. We also very rarely observed
single clusters that appeared to consist of two distinct spike waveforms,
and we eliminated those from our analysis. Finally, we sometimes ob-
served two clusters that were separated in PC space and by Gaussian
mixture modeling that shared the same spike waveform, as determined
by visual inspection. In those cases, we considered those spikes to be a
single unit. (Most of these cases were mirror image spikes, likely from an
axon crossing the electrode and picking up spikes from both sides.)

To ensure that we were only analyzing units that we were able to
accurately trace over time, we filtered out units that did not maintain a
firing rate of at least 0.001 Hz for at least 28 h of the experiment (see MEA
data analysis). We also visually confirmed using the GUI that the spike
waveforms in each unit did not change dramatically over time, which
could indicate that the unit includes two different neurons: one active
early in the recording and one active later.

Homeostasis assay. In each experiment, the microelectrode array
(MEA) plate was moved to the Maestro at least 2 h before recording
baseline firing rate, to exclude from the recording any activity changes
resulting from moving the plate from the incubator to the machine. The
baseline recording lasted 6 h, and then picrotoxin (PTX; 2.5 �M in DMSO
and water; Tocris Bioscience) or DMSO (1:1000 in water) was added to
individual wells and activity was recorded for an additional 30 h. DMSO-
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treated neurons received twice the amount of DMSO as PTX-treated
neurons. In actinomycin D (ActD) experiments, ActD (1 �g/ml) was
added to individual wells for 30 min before PTX or DMSO. All drugs
remained in the cultures for the duration of the 30 h experiment.

One replicate each for Arc KO, SRF conditional knock-out (cKO), and
AP1 cKO were treated with 1 �M PTX instead of 2.5 �M PTX. However,
the poststimulus fold induction of firing rate in this replicate was com-
parable to replicates receiving 2.5 �M PTX treatment, so we included the
replicate in our analysis.

While refining this assay, we tried stimulating activity with other drugs
in place of PTX, with a range of success. We chose to focus on PTX
because it most consistently caused an increase in firing rate and subse-
quent homeostasis of firing rate. The other drugs attempted, along with a
brief description of their effects on activity, can be found in Table 1.

MEA data analysis. Spike data were binned into 5 min bins in
MATLAB (MathWorks) and then analyzed further in Python and R.
Median firing rate was determined for each experimental condition by
taking the median firing rate of all neurons (across multiple wells) at each
time bin. Baseline firing rate, post-stimulation firing rate, and final firing
rate were determined for each condition by calculating the average me-
dian firing rate in the last 3 h of baseline, 30 min to 3 h 30 min after adding
PTX, and the last 3 h of the 30 h PTX exposure (respectively).

We included in the analysis only units whose firing rates were stably
�0.001 Hz for at least 28 h of the experiment. PTX-treated units were
excluded if their poststimulation firing rate was not greater than baseline
firing rate because we cannot assess firing rate homeostasis in neurons
that do not increase their firing rate. This filter excluded an average of
44% of units. We confirmed that performing the same filtering on
DMSO-treated cultures did not result in a similar increase in median
firing rate in the first 3 h after adding DMSO, indicating that the observed
increase in firing rate is indeed due to PTX treatment and not an artifact
of our filtering. Cultures treated with DMSO and filtered for units that
increased upon DMSO addition showed a median 1.27-fold change in
firing rate, which is significantly less than the median 2.78-fold change we
observed after the same filtering in cultures treated with PTX ( p � 0.01,
two-sided paired t test). The data plotted show unfiltered DMSO units
because we are not directly comparing DMSO and PTX treatments. We
also confirmed that average proportion of units excluded did not differ
between genotypes or drug treatments using a paired rank sum test [Arc
�/� vs �/�: p � 1, SRF control vs KO: p � 1, AP1 control vs KO: p �
0.8125, ActD vs control: p � 0.625, flavopirodol (FLA) vs control: p �
0.25]. Next, if the poststimulation firing rate of a single PTX-treated well
was not at least 1.3-fold of baseline firing rate, that well’s response was
considered too weak and it was excluded from analysis. We excluded
wells in 67.5% of experiments. We used an average of seven wells per
condition and excluded a median of 17% of wells each experiment. We
confirmed that the percentage of wells excluded was not different be-
tween genotypes or drug treatments using a paired rank sum test (Arc
�/� vs �/�: p � 1, SRF control vs KO: p � 0.875, AP1 control vs KO:
p � 0.06, ActD vs control: p � 1, FLA vs control: p � 1). An entire
experiment was excluded if the median firing rate of any 5 h period in the
DMSO control condition was �0.75-fold or �1.3-fold of baseline firing
rate.

To determine the length of time it took for median firing rates to
achieve homeostasis, we first calculated a rolling SD of the median firing

rate over 6 h bins. We then determined homeostasis firing rate, which is
the firing rate at the time point after PTX addition where the rolling SD
was lowest. We said that the median had achieved homeostasis at the time
point post-PTX when the median firing rate first reaches at least 102.5%
of the homeostasis firing rate.

Plots of median firing rate over time (Fig. 1B) are data from 5 min bins
smoothed with the lowess function in R with f set at 1/20.

Code accessibility. Custom code for both spike sorting and analysis is
available on GitHub at https://github.com/kletai/mea_analysis_homeo-
stasis. The MATLAB portions of this analysis were conducted on the O2
High Performance Compute Cluster, supported by the Research Com-
puting Group, at Harvard Medical School. For more information, see
http://rc.hms.harvard.edu.

Whole-cell electrophysiological recordings. Whole-cell recordings in cul-
tured cortical neurons were performed at 15–17 DIV at room tempera-
ture as described previously (Held et al., 2016) with small modifications.
Neurons were incubated with PTX (2.5 �M in DMSO) or DMSO alone
for 15–20 h before the electrophysiological recordings. The extracellular
solution contained the following (in mM): 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 2
MgCl2, 10 HEPES-NaOH, pH 7.4, 10 glucose (�310 mOsm). TTX (1
�M), PTX (50 �M), and D-(-)-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (50
�M) were added to the extracellular solution to block action potentials,
GABAA receptors, and NMDA receptors, respectively. Glass pipettes for
patch clamping were pulled at 2–5 M	 and filled with intracellular solu-
tion containing the following (in mM): 120 Cs-methanesulfonate, 10
EGTA, 2 MgCl2, 10 HEPES-CsOH, pH 7.4, 4 Na2-ATP, 1 Na-GTP, 4
QX314-Cl (�300 mOsm). Data were acquired with an Axon 700B Mul-
tiClamp amplifier and digitized with a Digidata 1440A digitizer. Data
were acquired at 5 kHz and low-pass filtered at 2 kHz. Cells were held at
�70 mV, and cells were discarded if access resistance exceeded 20 M	
during recording. Miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) were identified using a
template search followed by visual inspection of each event. For each
neuron, the frequency was calculated, and the amplitude was assessed by
averaging the amplitude of all events. mEPSC kinetics were determined
for each cell by averaging all events aligned to the beginning of the events.
Rise times were measured as the time interval between 20 and 80% of the
peak amplitude, and decay time was defined as the interval � from 100 to
37% of the decay phase after fitting. Data analysis was done using
pClamp10. Each parameter was plotted as mean 
 SEM for all cells
because individual cells are the biggest source of variability in this exper-
iment, and similar numbers of neurons were recorded from each of the
three cultures and for each group. Groups were compared by unpaired
two-tailed Student’s t tests, and the experimenter was blind to the groups
throughout data acquisition and analyses.

RNA extraction and qRT-PCR. Samples were collected in Trizol (Am-
bion) and stored at �80°C. The RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) was used to
extract RNA according to the manufacturer’s instructions, including in-
column DNase treatment (Qiagen) cDNA was reverse transcribed using
the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Applied Biosys-
tems). For qPCR, SsoFast Evagreen Supermix (Bio-Rad) was used with
the primers in Table 2.

Western blotting. Samples were collected in cold lysis buffer (1% Triton
X-100, 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA,
10% glycerol, and freshly added phosphatase inhibitors from Roche Ap-
plied Science, catalog #04906837001). Lysed neurons were mixed 3:1

Table 1. Alternative stimulations attempted

Drug Mechanism of action Concentration Results

Dendrotoxin Blocks K� channels (Kv1.1, Kv1.2, Kv1.6) 10 nM, 100 nM Increases FR, but adaptation is inconsistent
4-Aminopyridine Blocks K� channels (Kv1.1, Kv1.2) 10 –100 �M Increases FR, but adaptation is inconsistent
Barium Activates calcium-dependent K� current, and blocks voltage-dependent

K� current and K� leak currents
0.1 mM Increases FR, but does not adapt

KCl Increases extracellular K � 0.1 mM Does not consistently increase FR
Sodium Increases extracellular Na � 60 mM Does not increase FR
OD1 Activates Na� channels (Nav1.6, Nav1.7) 10 –300 nM Does not increase FR
Bicuculline GABAA antagonist 2– 40 �M Increases FR, but duration and magnitude of the increase is variable
Cyclothiazide AMPA receptor agonist 50 �M, 100 �M Drug loses potency in 0.5 d
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Figure 1. Cultured neurons homeostatically adapt their firing rates in response to PTX treatment. A, An example trace of one electrode of an MEA recording from our cultures. The red lines
represent the threshold for calling a spike: if the voltage passed 5.5� the SD, it was called as a spike. B, An example of the spike waveforms collected from a single (Figure legend continues.)
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with 4� sample buffer (40% glycerol, 8% SDS, 0.25 M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8,
10% 2-mercaptoethanol) and boiled for 5 min. Samples were centrifuged
at full speed for 3 min before loading on NuPage 4 –12% Bis-Tris Gels
(Invitrogen). Gels were run at 140 V for 55 min. We transferred onto
nitrocellulose membranes using the Bio-Rad transfer system at 114 V for
1 h and 7 min. Membranes were blocked in 5% milk-Tris-buffered saline
� Triton X-100 (TBST) for 1 h. They were treated with primary antibody
in 5% milk-TBST for overnight at 4°C. To visualize protein, blots were
incubated with secondary antibody in TBST in the dark for 45 min. Blots
were imaged using a Li-Cor Odyssey. Primary antibodies used include:
anti-SRF (Cell Signaling Technology, 5147; RRID:AB_10694554;
1:1000), anti-ARC (Synaptic Systems, 156003; RRID:AB_887694;
1:1000), anti-FOSB (Abcam, 11959; 1:500), anti-JUNB (Cell Signaling
Technology, C37F9, catalog #3753; 1:500), anti-FOS (Abcam, 134122;
1:1000). Secondary antibodies used were as follows: IDR dye 680 goat
anti-mouse (Li-Cor; 1:10000), IDR dye 800 goat anti-rabbit (Li-Cor;
1:10000).

Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed in R or Graphpad
Prism with the tests listed in the text. For t tests on raw firing rates or on
fold-changes, we took the log of the data before performing the tests
because these data are log-normally distributed (determined by plotting
histograms and q–q plots of firing rates, and supported by previous work
(Buzsáki and Mizuseki, 2014). By simulation, we confirmed that median
firing rates are normally distributed, and therefore performed a t test
without first taking the log of median firing rate data.

Where indicated in the figure legends, p values were FDR-corrected
with the Benjamini–Hochberg method using the p.adjust function in R.

All replicates shown are biological replicates that come from dissection
of distinct litters on different days. We noticed that firing rate distribu-
tions differed between biological replicates, but were similar within bio-
logical replicates over time and across stimulation conditions. Thus, to
give lower weight to this replicate-to-replicate variability in initial firing
rate distribution (possibly from network formation or plating condi-
tions), we performed paired t tests comparing across stimulation con-
ditions within individual replicates (i.e., pairing different stimulation
conditions from the same plate, same recording, and same initial
culture).

Binned data from the units used to make plots and perform statistical
analysis are available in Figs. 1-1 (available at https://doi.org/10.1523/
JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F1-1); 2-1 (available at https://doi.org/
10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F2-1); 4-1 (available at https://
doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F4-1); 5-1 (available at
https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F5-1); 6-1 (available
at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F6-1); 7-1 (avail-
able at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F7-1).

Results
Neurons undergo firing rate homeostasis in response to
PTX treatment
To assess firing rate homeostasis, we measured the firing rates of
individual neurons over a period of �30 h (Fig. 1A,B) in the
presence of a pharmacological perturbation that increased neu-
ronal activity. We cultured dissociated neonatal mouse cortical
neurons on MEAs and stimulated them with PTX (2.5 �M),
which primarily acts as a GABAA receptor antagonist, though it
also nonspecifically binds to other neural substrates (Johnston et
al., 2009). In addition to PTX, we also tested other pharmacolog-
ical stimuli but found that PTX was the most reliable for inducing
increases in firing rate that were followed by firing rate homeo-
stasis (Table 1). To obtain the firing rates of individual units that
likely represent single neurons, we spike-sorted the action poten-
tial waveforms obtained from MEA recordings (see Materials and
Methods). In each experiment, we first recorded baseline neuro-
nal firing rates over a period of 3 h. We then stimulated with PTX,
which, in the majority of neurons, induces an increase in firing
rate (Fig. 1C,D,F). As we cannot assess firing rate homeostasis in
neurons that do not respond to PTX, we focused the rest of our
analysis on those that increased their firing rates in response to
PTX treatment (see Materials and Methods). Of the neurons af-
fected by PTX stimulation, PTX stimulation resulted in a median
2.78-fold change in firing rate. Over the next �10 –20 h, the
median neuronal firing rate returned to baseline values (Fig.
1C,D,F). Specifically, the firing rate returned to within 1.3-fold
baseline for 7/9 replicates, with the mean of the median firing
rates across all replicates not significantly different from baseline
in the final 3 h of the recording (Fig. 1D). This adaptation of
median firing rate could occur even if the firing rates of many neu-
rons in the culture remain elevated. We therefore asked whether the
distribution of firing rates was altered by PTX treatment. While PTX
treatment initially shifts the distribution of firing rates in most rep-
licates (Fig. 1H), the firing rate distribution post-homeostasis (i.e.,
the last 3 h of recording) is not significantly different from the dis-
tribution during the baseline measurement for all but one replicate
(Fig. 1H), suggesting that the distribution of firing rates in the circuit
also homeostatically adapts. Therefore, we observe firing rate ho-
meostasis in response to PTX stimulation.

We next asked whether the apparent firing rate homeostasis
that we observed is genuine or due to potential artifacts of the
assay. First, we asked whether the increase in neuronal activity
that we observed following PTX treatment was because of the
drug itself or if it was a side effect of adding PTX (e.g., media

4

(Figure legend continued.) electrode of the MEA. The gray lines represent the waveforms of
each spike called. The dark black line represents the average waveform for that electrode. C,
Raster plots showing all spikes from one representative PTX-treated well from one experiment.
Each plot shows a 2.5 min window either before PTX was added (baseline), 30 min after PTX
addition (post-PTX) or �27 h after PTX addition (post-homeostasis). Each raster line represents
a spike. Spikes are plotted as semitransparent lines, so darker-appearing marks represent many
spikes occurring close in time. D, Representative example of the fold-change in firing rate for
one replicate (n � 182 units). PTX (2.5 �M) was added at time 0. Colored lines are the fold-
changes in firing rates of individual neurons, colored by their mean baseline firing rate in hertz.
The black line represents the median firing rate for the replicate. E, Same as D but DMSO was
added at time 0 instead of PTX (n � 181 units). F, Firing rate homeostasis following PTX
stimulation. PTX (2.5 �M) was added at time 0. Colored lines are medians of multiple neurons
from each of n � 9 biological replicates (31–182 U/replicate). The black line represents the
mean of these medians. The indicated p values compare the mean of median fold-changes in
firing rate between the indicated 3 h blocks using a two-sided t test on the log(fold-change in
firing rate). G, Same as F but neurons were treated with a DMSO vehicle control instead of PTX.
H, Firing rate distributions for each replicate at three time points for PTX-treated units: baseline
(�3 to 0 h), post-PTX (0 –3 h), and post-homeostasis (27–30 h). *q � 0.1 FDR-adjusted
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing indicated distribution to the baseline distribution. I,
Same as H but with neurons treated with DMSO instead of PTX. q�0.9 for all distributions. Data
provided in Figure 1-1, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F1-1.

Table 2. qPCR primers

DNA primer name Sequence RNA

Fos Fw GGCTCTCCTGTCAACACACA mRNA
Fos Rv TGTCACCGTGGGGATAAAGT mRNA
Npas4 Fw GGGTGTCTTCTTTGCTGGAG mRNA
Npas4 Rv CTGCCACAATGTCTTCAAGC mRNA
Pcsk1 Fw TGCAGGTGAAATTGCCATGC mRNA
Pcsk1 Rv GGCCAGGGTTGAATCCAATTG mRNA
Crem Fw GCAAAAGCCCAACATGGCTG mRNA
Crem Rv CATGTGACTTGGGGCAAGGT mRNA
Arc Fw GTGAAGACAAGCCAGCATGA mRNA
Arc Rv CCAAGAGGACCAAGGGTACA mRNA
Gapdh Fw CGTCCCGTAGACAAAATGGT mRNA
Gapdh Rv TCGTTGATGGCAACAATCTC mRNA
Nptx2 Fw AGCCAACGAGATTGTGCTGA mRNA
Nptx2 Rv TCTCGAGTGGTCCAGGTGAT mRNA
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perturbation). We found that neurons treated with a DMSO ve-
hicle do not exhibit an increase in median firing rate or a change
in the distribution of firing rates over the 30 h following addition
of the vehicle (Fig. 1E, G, I), suggesting that the increase in neu-
ronal activity upon stimulation is due to the PTX itself. Next, we
asked whether the firing rate homeostasis that we observed could
be explained by a decrease in PTX potency over course of the
assay. We transferred PTX-containing media from PTX-treated
neurons (“initial stimulation wells”) to untreated neurons (“me-
dia switch wells”) at the end of a 30 h experiment (Fig. 2A). The
addition of PTX-containing media increased the firing rates of

the previously-untreated neurons to the same extent as the initial
PTX treatment [Fig. 2B,C; fold-change � 1.8 (initial) vs 2.1
(switch), p � 0.27 paired t test on median log(firing rate fold-
change)], indicating that the PTX maintains its full potency
throughout the experiment. In contrast, neurons newly treated
with DMSO-containing media exhibited no such increase in
firing rate (Fig. 2 D, E). Finally, we asked whether the apparent
firing rate homeostasis we observe is rather because of desen-
sitization (e.g., of the GABAA receptor to PTX). If the reduc-
tion in firing rate in the continued presence of PTX is due to
homeostasis rather than desensitization to PTX, removal of

Figure 2. PTX remains potent for the entirety of the homeostasis assay. A, Schematic of the media switch experiment to test longevity of PTX potency. One-half of the wells were stimulated with
PTX at time 0 h. At time 30 h, the media from the stimulated wells (initial stimulation) was switched with those from unstimulated wells (media switch). B, The fold-change in firing rate over the
course of the media switch assay in the wells initially stimulated with PTX, n�3 biological replicates (84 –182 units/replicate). PTX (2.5 �M) was added at 0 h and media swapped (i.e., PTX removed)
at 30 h. Colored lines are medians from individual replicates. The black line represents the mean of these medians. P value from a two-sided t test on log(median fold-change) testing a difference
from a fold-change of 1. C, The fold-change in firing rate over the course of the media switch assay in the wells that received PTX upon media switch, n � 3 biological replicates (71–159
units/replicate). PTX-containing media from initially stimulated wells was swapped in at 30 h. Colored lines are medians from individual replicates, and the black line is the mean of these medians.
P value from a two-sided t test on log(median fold-change) testing a difference from a fold-change of 1. D, Same as B but with DMSO-treated instead of PTX-treated cultures. E, Same as C but with
DMSO-treated instead of PTX-treated cultures. Data provided in Figure 2-1, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F2-1.
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PTX should induce an immediate decrease in firing rates. In-
deed, we observed a decrease in firing rates upon removal of
PTX post-homeostasis (Fig. 2B), suggesting that the firing rate
homeostasis we observe results from neurons lowering their
overall excitability to adapt to persistent PTX-mediated acti-
vation, rather than from desensitization of the GABAA recep-
tor or another PTX target. We observed no such decrease in
firing rate upon removal of DMSO (Fig. 2D), indicating that
the decreased excitability upon PTX withdrawal is not simply
due to a change in media. Thus, we are able to measure firing
rate homeostasis that occurs via adaptations in excitability in
response to persistent neuronal stimulation.

Before assessing the involvement of transcription in firing rate
homeostasis, we further characterized several molecular and elec-
trophysiological properties of our assay. First, we asked whether
this homeostasis is cell-autonomous, that is, due to individual
neurons each adapting to their individual baseline firing rates
(Burrone et al., 2002; Hengen et al., 2016; Kulik et al., 2019).
Alternatively, the observed firing rate homeostasis could be a
non-cell-autonomous, network-level adaptation in which the fir-
ing rate of the network adapts homeostatically without firing rate
homeostasis of individual neurons (Slomowitz et al., 2015). To
distinguish between these possibilities, we compared the firing
rates of individual neurons before and after firing rate homeosta-
sis. We found that individual neurons have similar firing rates
before and following homeostasis, as demonstrated by their clus-
tering around the unity line in plots of post-homeostasis firing
rate against the baseline firing rate (Fig. 3A). In contrast, post-
stimulation (i.e., 3 h after PTX addition), the same neurons have
increased firing rates relative to baseline (Fig. 3B). Notably, as
observed previously for firing rate homeostasis in response to
activity blockade (Slomowitz et al., 2015), a substantial fraction
of neurons do not fall exactly on the unity line, indicating that
many do not return exactly to their baseline firing rates. How-
ever, this “drift” in firing rates over the course of the assay is
evident in both PTX-treated neurons, which underwent firing
rate homeostasis, and DMSO-treated neurons, which received no
stimulation (Figs. 3A,C). Indeed, the distributions of firing rate
drifts between baseline and post-homeostasis were not signifi-
cantly different between DMSO- and PTX-treated neurons
within any of our individual biological replicates (Fig. 3C), nor in
the full dataset (DMSO 0.48 vs PTX 0.60, p � 0.062, paired two-
sided t test on medians from each group). This equivalency be-
tween DMSO- and PTX-treated neurons indicates that the
apparent failure to adapt perfectly is expected based on the ob-
served firing rate drift, which could be because of actual fluctua-
tion or to noise in the measurements of firing rate. In either case,
our findings suggest that individual neurons homeostatically
maintain their firing rates in the face of excitatory stimulation at
least within a range, if not precisely.

Next, if transcription were required for firing rate homeosta-
sis, PTX stimulation should induce ARG transcription. We there-
fore used qPCR to assess the induction of activity-regulated genes
in several mechanistically distinct classes. We chose to assess gene
expression at 1 and 6 h following stimulation to capture both
rapidly-induced and delayed genes (Tyssowski et al., 2018). We
reasoned that because protein production follows mRNA induc-
tion, we would expect the ARG protein products of the genes
expressed at 6 h following PTX treatment to be present in the cell
at 8 –10 h after treatment, when firing rates begin to decrease. We
selected genes with reported roles in homeostatic plasticity or
high fold-induction values in previous work (Tyssowski et al.,
2018). We observed induction of the rapid primary response

genes Fos, Npas4, and Arc, the delayed primary response genes
Pcsk1 and Crem, and the secondary response gene Nptx2 (Fig.
2D). Notably, Arc regulates synaptic scaling up (Shepherd et al.,
2006), Npas4 and Nptx2 regulate E/I balance (Chang et al., 2010;
Spiegel et al., 2014; Hartzell et al., 2018), and Crem KO mice are
severely epileptic, suggesting Crem may also regulate neuronal
firing rate homeostasis (Porter et al., 2008). Because we observed
transcription of several classes of ARGs, we expect that much of
the ARG program, as identified in other experiments (Yap and
Greenberg, 2018), is transcriptionally induced in neurons under-
going firing rate homeostasis in response to PTX.

Finally, we asked whether synaptic scaling down occurred in
our system, as synaptic scaling in both directions is regulated by
ARGs (Shepherd et al., 2006; Ibata et al., 2008; Seeburg et al.,
2008; Hu et al., 2010; Diering et al., 2017). Synaptic scaling is
defined as a multiplicative change in mEPSC amplitude (Turri-
giano et al., 1998). We plated neurons on glass coverslips at the
same density as we used on MEAs and treated them with either
DMSO or 2.5 �M PTX. After 15–20 h of treatment, around the
time when neurons return to their baseline firing rates in our
MEA experiments, we recorded mEPSCs in the presence of TTX.
We observed no difference in average mEPSC amplitudes, fre-
quencies, rise times, or decay times between DMSO-treated and
PTX-treated cultures (Fig. 3E–I). Although we cannot rule out
very small changes in mEPSC amplitudes in response to PTX
treatment, synaptic scaling is unlikely to be a major driver of
homeostatic plasticity in our cultures. However, other forms of
transcription-dependent homeostasis, namely changes in E/I bal-
ance and intrinsic excitability, could still contribute to the firing
rate homeostasis we observe.

Firing rate homeostasis occurs in the absence of ARC
To test the requirement of transcription for firing rate homeosta-
sis, we first focused on the requirement of the ARG Arc, as it has
been proposed that activity-dependent Arc transcription could
play a role in homeostatically regulating synaptic metaplasticity
(Shepherd and Bear, 2011). To determine whether Arc is required
for firing rate homeostasis, we use MEAs to measure the firing
rates of cultured neurons from constitutive Arc KO mice (Wang
et al., 2006; Fig. 4A) over 30 h of PTX stimulation. In contrast
with our prediction that Arc would be important for firing rate
homeostasis, we found that by 27 h of stimulation, the median
firing rate and distribution of firing rates of Arc KO neurons
return to baseline levels (Fig. 4B,D), indicating that Arc KO neu-
rons undergo firing rate homeostasis. We next asked whether Arc
KO might delay firing rate homeostasis. We determined the time
at which the median firing rate for each biological replicate re-
turned to baseline levels after PTX addition (see Materials and
Methods). This analysis revealed that the time-scale of homeo-
static firing rate adaptation in Arc KO neurons is indistinguish-
able from that in their heterozygous littermates (15.9 h �/� vs
16.2 h �/�, p � 0.96, two-sided t test), indicating that neurons
lacking Arc undergo firing rate homeostasis with normal kinetics.
Furthermore, we confirmed that compared with neurons from
heterozygote littermates, Arc KO neurons showed similar base-
line firing rate medians (0.34 Hz �/� vs 0.14 Hz �/�, p � 0.44,
two-sided paired t test) and distributions (Fig. 4E). Although we
observed a slight difference in baseline firing rate distribution
between heterozygous and Arc KO cultures in one replicate, this
was not reproducible. We also confirmed that treatment with a
DMSO vehicle in the place of PTX did not perturb firing rates
(Fig. 4C), indicating that the observed increases in firing rate are
due to PTX treatment. Therefore, Arc KO neurons undergo firing
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Figure 3. PTX treatment leads to firing rate homeostasis in individual units and induces expression of ARGs in cultured neurons, but does not induce synaptic scaling. A, A representative replicate
showing a comparison of firing rates before and after homeostasis (baseline, �3 to 0 h; post-homeostasis, 27–30 h). Each point represents an individual unit (units/replicate, DMSO: 181; PTX: 182).
B, Same as A but comparing firing rates from before stimulation (baseline, �3 to 0 h) to soon after addition of PTX or DMSO (poststimulation, 0.5–3.5 h). C, Comparison of firing rate drift
distributions at the end of the assay (27–30 h) in DMSO-treated and PTX-treated cultures. Firing rate drift was calculated as the �log2(post-homeostasis/baseline)� to weight changes from a
fold-change of 1 equally. n � 7 biological replicates (units/replicate: DMSO, 87–187; PTX, 84 –182), 2 replicates from Figure 1 (1 and #) were eliminated because they failed to undergo firing rate
homeostasis (median firing rate in last 3 h �1.5-fold different from median in first 3 h). Median drift is indistinguishable between PTX and DMSO treatments in all replicates: q values are
FDR-adjusted p values from rank sum tests comparing drifts in PTX- and DMSO-treated cultures. D, PTX stimulation induces mRNA expression. Fold (Figure legend continues.)
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rate homeostasis that is indistinguishable, both in extent of ad-
aptation and kinetics, from that of control neurons, indicating
that firing rate homeostasis still occurs in the absence of Arc.

Firing rate homeostasis occurs in the absence of SRF and AP1
We next hypothesized that other ARGs may compensate for the
loss of Arc, or be independently required, in regulating firing rate
homeostasis. We therefore aimed to simultaneously block the
activity-regulated transcription of many ARGs by manipulating
activity-regulated transcription factors. We focused on two tran-
scription factors. First, we knocked out SRF, which is required for
induction of a large subset of ARGs (Ramanan et al., 2005;
Kuzniewska et al., 2016; Lösing et al., 2017). Second, we knocked
out three inducible components of the AP1 transcription factor
complex, which regulates slowly-induced ARGs (Vierbuchen et

al., 2017; Yap and Greenberg, 2018). Genes regulated by AP1
include Nptx2 and Igf1, which regulate excitatory-inhibitory bal-
ance (Chang et al., 2010; Malik et al., 2014; Mardinly et al., 2016).
We dissected cortical neurons from either an SRF cKO mouse
line homozygous for floxed SRF (Ramanan et al., 2005) or an AP1
triple cKO mouse line with floxed alleles of the AP1 subunits Fos,
Fosb, and Junb (Vierbuchen et al., 2017). We treated neurons
from each mouse line with AAV-CaMKII-Cre to KO SRF or AP1
in excitatory neurons and confirmed conditional KO by Western
blot (Figs. 5A, 6A). In all analyses, we compared Cre-infected
neurons to neurons of the same genotype infected with
AAV-CaMKII-GFP.

To determine whether SRF or AP1 are required for firing rate
homeostasis, we measured the firing rates of SRF cKO and AP1
cKO neurons in response to 30 h of PTX stimulation. By 27 h of
stimulation, the median firing rate and distribution of firing rates
of Cre-treated SRF cKO neurons return to baseline levels (Fig.
5B,D), indicating that neurons lacking SRF still undergo firing
rate homeostasis. Median firing rates of neurons lacking AP1
returned to levels slightly above baseline (�1.5� baseline), but
were not significantly different from the control-treated neurons
from the same experiments, suggesting that AP1 cKO does not
impair firing rate homeostasis (Fig. 6B). Consistent with this con-
clusion, baseline firing rate distributions of Cre-treated AP1 cKO
neurons were indistinguishable from firing rate distributions at

4

(Figure legend continued.) induction calculated from GAPDH-normalized values from RT-
qPCR. Each lighter dot represents the mRNA expression of a single replicate, and the darker dots
show the mean expression. *p � 0.05 t test on log2(fold-change), FDR�0.1. (n � 3– 8
biological replicates). E, Representative recordings of mEPSCs (left) and the averaged
mEPSC from a single neuron (right) in PTX- or DMSO-treated neurons. F–I, Analysis of
mEPSC frequency (F), amplitude (G), 20%– 80% rise time (H), and decay time � (I) in PTX-
or DMSO-treated cultures (DMSO, n � 22 cells/3 independent cultures; PTX, n � 23/3, p
values from Student’s t tests). Data for A–C provided in Figure 1-1, available at https://
doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F1-1.

Figure 4. Firing rate homeostasis occurs in the absence of ARC. A, Confirmation of ARC KO. Cultured neurons were stimulated with potassium chloride for 2 h to induce ARC protein before
collecting. A representative image from one of n � 3 biological replicates. B, The fold-change in firing rate over the course of the assay. PTX (2.5 �M) was added at time 0. Lighter lines are medians
from each of n � 3 biological replicates (units/replicate: Arc�/�, 64 –135; Arc�/�, 20 –128). Darker lines represent the mean of the median firing rates for replicates from each genotype.
Arc�/� return to their baseline firing rates by the end of the assay: p � 0.46, t test of log fold-change in firing rates between baseline and the last 3 h of the assay (�3 to 0 h, vs 27–30 h), testing
difference from fold-change � 1. P values shown represent a t test on log(fold-change in firing rate) comparing ARC�/� and ARC�/� cultures. C, The fold-change in firing rate over the course
of the assay. DMSO was added at time 0. Lighter lines are medians from each of n � 3 biological replicates (units/replicate: Arc�/�, 99 –215; Arc�/�, 40 –291). Darker lines represent the mean
of the median firing rates for replicates from each genotype. D, Firing rate distributions for each replicate at two time points for PTX-treated Arc�/� units: baseline (�3 to 0 h) and post-
homeostasis (27–30 h). q values represent FDR-adjusted Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing indicated distributions. E, Baseline firing rate (�3 to 0 h) distributions for PTX-treated units
comparing ARC�/� and ARC�/� cultures. q values represent FDR-adjusted Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing indicated distributions. Data provided in Figure 4-1, available at
https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F4-1.
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the end of the assay (Fig. 6D). Furthermore, the time-scale of
homeostatic firing rate adaptation in Cre-treated SRF and AP1
cKO neurons is indistinguishable from that of GFP-treated neu-
rons (SRF: 13.0 h control vs 14.9 h cKO, p � 0.60, two-sided t test;
AP1: 9.0 h control vs 8.2 h cKO, p � 0.77, two-sided t test),
suggesting that neurons lacking AP1 or SRF undergo firing rate
homeostasis with normal kinetics. However, as we knocked out
AP1 and SRF only in excitatory neurons, we cannot rule out the
possibility that their activity in inhibitory neurons mediates firing
rate homeostasis. For both genotypes, Cre- and GFP-infected
neurons have indistinguishable baseline firing rate distributions
(Figs. 5E, 6E), and indistinguishable median firing rates (SRF,
average median � 0.30 Hz control vs 0.23 Hz cKO, p � 0.35,
two-sided paired t test; AP1, average median � 0.20 Hz control vs
0.13 Hz cKO, p � 0.34, two-sided paired t test). Furthermore,
treatment of Cre-infected neurons with a DMSO vehicle in the
place of PTX did not perturb firing rates (Figs. 5C, 6C), indicating
that the observed increases in firing rate are due to PTX treat-
ment. Therefore, SRF KO and AP1 KO neurons undergo firing
rate homeostasis that is indistinguishable, both in extent of ad-
aptation and kinetics, from that of control neurons, indicating
that firing rate homeostasis can still occur in the absence of SRF
or AP1, at least in excitatory neurons.

Firing rate homeostasis occurs in the absence of transcription
We next sought to entirely block ARG induction to rule out the
possibility that ARGs compensate for each other in regulating
homeostasis. To acutely block all ARG transcription, we added
two different transcription inhibitors (ActD and FLA) to wild-
type neurons 30 min before PTX stimulation and confirmed that
they blocked transcription for the duration of the experiment
(Fig. 7A,B). To determine whether neurons can undergo firing
rate homeostasis in the absence of transcription, we observed the
firing rates of ActD-treated and FLA-treated neurons in response
to 30 h of PTX stimulation. As we observed with ARC, SRF, and
AP1 KO neurons, by 27 h of stimulation, the median firing rates
and distributions of firing rates of and FLA-treated and ActD-
treated neurons return approximately to baseline levels (Fig. 7C–
F). Furthermore, the time-scale of homeostatic firing rate
adaptation ActD- and FLA-treated is indistinguishable from that
of untreated neurons measured in the same experiment (14.6 h
ActD vs 16.8 h control, p � 0.54; 7.1 h FLA vs 9.3 h con, p � 0.68,
two-sided t test). Neurons treated with ActD or FLA showed no
difference in their response to PTX (Fig. 7C, D), indicating sim-
ilar sensitivity to PTX. However, ActD-treated neurons stimu-
lated with a DMSO vehicle in the place of PTX showed a rapid
decrease in firing rate over the first 5–10 h following ActD treat-

Figure 5. Firing rate homeostasis occurs in the absence of SRF. A, Confirmation of SRF KO in cultured neurons. A representative Western blot image from one of n � 3 biological replicates. B, The
fold-change in firing rate over the course of the assay. PTX (2.5 �M) was added at time 0. Lighter lines are medians from each of n � 4 biological replicates (units/replicate: Control, 32–113; SRF KO,
26 –174). Darker lines represent the mean of the median firing rates for replicates from each genotype. SRF cKO adapt back to their baseline firing rates by the end of the assay: p � 0.99, t test of
log fold-change in firing rates between baseline and the last 3 h of the assay (�3 to 0 h, vs 27–30 h), testing the difference from fold-change � 1. P values shown from a t test on log(fold-change
in firing rate) comparing control and cKO cultures. C, The fold-change in firing rate over the course of the assay. DMSO was added at time 0. Lighter lines are medians from each of n � 4 biological
replicates (units/replicate: Control, 152–295; SRF KO, 130 –276). Darker lines represent the mean of the median firing rates for replicates from each genotype. D, Firing rate distributions for each
replicate at two time points for PTX-treated units: baseline (�3 to 0 h) and post-homeostasis (27–30 h). q values represent FDR-adjusted Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing indicated
distributions. E, Baseline firing rate (�3 to 0 h) distributions for PTX-treated units comparing control and cKO cultures. q values represent FDR-adjusted Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing
indicated distributions. Data provided in Figure 5-1, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F5-1.
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ment (Fig. 7G), indicating that ActD itself affects firing rate. In-
deed, we observed that the that post-homeostasis firing rates of
PTX- and ActD-treated neurons were slightly below baseline,
consistent with this ActD side effect (Fig. 7E, H). This consistency
between post-homeostasis firing rates in PTX-treated neurons
and firing rates at the end of the assay in DMSO-treated neurons
suggests that the ActD-treatment side effect does not impair our
ability to measure firing rate homeostasis in ActD-treated neu-
rons, rather, it changes the baseline to which neurons adapt. We
observed no such change in neuronal firing in DMSO-treated
neurons exposed to FLA, suggesting that FLA does not impair
firing rate on its own (Fig. 7I). The observation of firing rate
homeostasis in the presence of acute total blockades of transcrip-
tion, along with our findings in AP1, SRF, and Arc KO neurons,
indicates that firing rate homeostasis can occur in the absence of
activity-regulated transcription.

Discussion
Our data indicate that neurons undergo firing rate homeosta-
sis in the absence of activity-regulated transcription. Specifi-
cally, cultured cortical neurons from KO mice lacking the
ARG Arc, or those without the activity-regulated transcription
factors AP1 or SRF, homeostatically adapt their firing rates in
the presence of prolonged PTX stimulation. We further found
that neurons also undergo firing rate homeostasis in the pres-
ence of an acute blockade of transcription with ActD or FLA.

These findings demonstrate that despite the reported roles of
activity-regulated transcription in several forms of homeo-
static plasticity, neuronal networks can homeostatically re-
duce their firing rates in response to increases in circuit
activity without activity-regulated transcription.

Mechanisms underlying firing rate homeostasis
Our finding that neurons undergo firing rate homeostasis in the
absence of transcription raises the question of how firing rate
homeostasis is regulated. We achieved increases in activity via
PTX treatment, which is known to block GABAA receptors. In
other studies, GABAA blockade induces synaptic scaling down
and homeostatic decreases in intrinsic excitability (Turrigiano et
al., 1998; Lee and Chung, 2014). Previous work suggests that both
of these forms of homeostasis may be mediated by activity-
regulated transcription (Shepherd et al., 2006; Goold and Nicoll,
2010; O’Leary et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2016; Diering et al., 2017;
Kulik et al., 2019). In our cultures, we were unable to observe
synaptic scaling down in response to PTX treatment. This could
be because of the low concentration of PTX (up to 40 times
lower) that we used relative to other studies that have observed
synaptic scaling down in response to PTX treatment (Benevento
et al., 2016; Mao et al., 2018). Neurons may require a greater
change in activity to trigger synaptic scaling down, which may be
achieved with a higher concentration of PTX. Furthermore, this
lower concentration could explain why not all neurons in a cul-

Figure 6. Firing rate homeostasis occurs in the absence of AP1. A, Western blot confirmation of AP1 cKO in cultured neurons. FOS, FOSB, and JUNB are the three floxed AP1 subunits. A
representative image from one of n � 3 biological replicates. B, The fold-change in firing rate over the course of the assay. PTX (2.5 �M) was added at time 0. Lighter lines are medians from each
of n � 4 biological replicates (units/replicate: Control, 49 –96; AP1 cKO: 44 – 84). Darker lines represent the mean of the median firing rates for replicates from each genotype. AP1 cKO and control
neurons are slightly higher than baseline by the end of the assay: p � 0.05, t test of log fold-change in firing rates between baseline and the last 3 h of the assay (�3 to 0 h, vs 27–30 h), testing the
difference from fold-change � 1. P values shown from a t test on log(fold-change in firing rate) comparing control and cKO cultures. C, The fold-change in firing rate over the course of the assay.
DMSO was added at time 0. Lighter lines are medians from each of n � 4 biological replicates (units/replicate: Control, 81–205; AP1 cKO: 105–195). Darker lines represent the mean of the median
firing rates for replicates from each genotype. D, Firing rate distributions for each replicate at two time points for PTX-treated units: baseline (�3 to 0 h) and post-homeostasis (27–30 h). q values
represent FDR-adjusted Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing indicated distributions. E, Baseline firing rate (�3 to 0 h) distributions for PTX-treated units comparing control and cKO cultures. q
values represent FDR-adjusted Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing indicated distributions. Data provided in Figure 6-1, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F6-1.
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Figure 7. Neurons undergo firing rate homeostasis in the presence of acute transcription blockade. A, ActD treatment blocks activity-regulated transcription. ActD-1 h samples were treated with
ActD for 1.5 h and stimulated with PTX for 1 h (n � 6). ActD-24 h samples were treated with ActD for 24.5 h and stimulated with PTX for the last 1 h of ActD treatment (n � 3). Gapdh-normalized
values from RT-qPCR. Dots represent gene expression in each biological replicate, and bars show the mean expression levels. P values from paired, one-sided t tests. B, FLA treatment blocks
transcription. FLA-1 h samples were treated with FLA for 1 h, and FLA-24 h samples were treated with FLA for 24 h. As a measure of transcription, Gapdh pre-mRNA levels were assessed by RT-qPCR
with equal RNA inputs to the RT reaction in n �3– 4 biological replicates. Dots represent gene expression in each biological replicate, and bars show the mean expression levels. P values from paired,
one-sided t tests. C, The fold-change in firing rate over the course of the assay with ActD treatment. PTX (2.5 �M) was added at time 0. Lighter lines are medians from each of n � 4 biological
replicates (units/replicate: Control, 84 –182; ActD, 58 –169). Darker lines represent the mean of the median firing rates for replicates from each treatment (n � 4). ActD-treated neurons adapt back
to their baseline firing rates by the end of the assay: p � 0.15, t test of log fold-change in firing rates between the baseline and the last 3 h of the assay (Figure legend continues.)
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ture increased their firing in response to PTX treatment. Thus, we
cannot rule out the possibility that the low concentration of PTX
induced a very modest synaptic scaling down, which we were
unable to detect. However, the fact that we observed robust firing
rate homeostasis but not synaptic scaling in response to PTX
treatment suggests that firing rate homeostasis can occur in the
absence of synaptic scaling.

GABAA blockade also induces homeostatic decreases in in-
trinsic excitability (Lee and Chung, 2014), and we therefore sus-
pect that changes in intrinsic excitability could underlie the firing
rate homeostasis observed here. It has been proposed that ion
channel genes (e.g., potassium channels) could be transcription-
ally induced in response to increases in activity and act to homeo-
statically decrease intrinsic excitability and thus firing rates
(O’Leary et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2016; Kulik et al., 2019). How-
ever, no studies have directly linked activity-dependent tran-
scriptional regulation of potassium channels to homeostatic
regulation of intrinsic excitability. Therefore, activity-regulated-
transcription-independent potassium channel regulation, such
as translocation to the membrane, could underlie the firing rate
homeostasis that we observe. In addition to regulation of potas-
sium channels, neurons also decrease their intrinsic excitability
by moving their axon initial segments further from the cell body
(Grubb and Burrone, 2010; Kuba et al., 2010), a process that has
not been shown to require activity-regulated transcription. Thus,
regulation of intrinsic excitability, either via changes in ion chan-
nel use or in axon initial segment position, remains a plausible
underlying mechanism of firing rate homeostasis in response to
persistent PTX treatment.

We also considered whether several other forms of homeo-
static plasticity that have not yet been demonstrated to occur
following GABAA blockade might underlie the firing rate homeo-
stasis we observe. One such mechanism is alteration in E/I bal-
ance, the number of excitatory relative to inhibitory synapses.
Our manipulations of activity-regulated transcription likely pre-
vent some alterations in E/I balance: homeostatic decreases in
excitatory synaptic input onto excitatory neurons (Goold and
Nicoll, 2010) are blocked by acute blockade of transcription, and
KO experiments have demonstrated that homeostatic changes in
inhibitory synapse number onto specific neuronal subtypes re-
quires several individual ARGs (Bloodgood et al., 2013; Spiegel et

al., 2014; Mardinly et al., 2016; Hartzell et al., 2018). However,
there are many other potentially transcription-independent E/I
balance regulation mechanisms. We thus suspect that E/I balance
could regulate the firing rate homeostasis we observe.

Finally, firing rate homeostasis could be achieved via several
additional forms of homeostatic plasticity, including presynaptic
plasticity and alterations in Hebbian plasticity. First, the proba-
bility of presynaptic vesicle release onto excitatory neurons is
altered homeostatically, and this alteration occurs in neurons
that undergo firing rate homeostasis (Burrone et al., 2002). Pre-
synaptic homeostasis can occur in a population of synapses onto
an individual dendrite, rather than at all synapses onto a neuron,
making it a good candidate for ARG-independent homeostasis
because dendrite- or synapse-specific homeostasis is less likely to
involve the nucleus (Yu and Goda, 2009). In addition, neurons in
our experiments may adapt their firing rates by altering their
threshold for Hebbian plasticity (Bienenstock et al., 1982; Fer-
nandes and Carvalho, 2016). However, we note that alterations in
the threshold for Hebbian plasticity have been suggested, but not
conclusively demonstrated, to require Arc (Shepherd and Bear,
2011), which is not required for firing rate homeostasis. Although
we do not know what cellular mechanisms underlie firing rate
homeostasis in our experiments, our results demonstrate that at
least one of them must be able to operate in the absence of tran-
scriptional induction.

Transcription-dependent homeostasis in other contexts
Although we find that neurons undergo firing rate homeostasis in
the absence of activity-regulated transcription in response to per-
sistent PTX stimulation, it is possible that a loss of activity-
regulated transcription may impair firing rate homeostasis in
other contexts. Indeed, different homeostatic mechanisms are
engaged in response to different alterations in neuronal activity
(Bridi et al., 2018; Kulik et al., 2019). Therefore, some alterations
in circuit input might induce transcription-dependent mecha-
nisms of firing rate homeostasis. For example, given that several
ARGs have been implicated in regulation of inhibitory synapses
onto excitatory neurons (Bloodgood et al., 2013; Spiegel et al.,
2014; Hartzell et al., 2018; Gray and Spiegel, 2019), the ARG
program may be more effective, and thus important, in regulat-
ing firing rate homeostasis in response to perturbations that, un-
like PTX, do not themselves block inhibition onto excitatory
neurons. Furthermore, neurons may have redundant mecha-
nisms to achieve firing rate homeostasis, and thus require tran-
scription only when other mechanisms are impaired. Consistent
with this idea, neurons can achieve the same firing rates and firing
patterns with many different ion channel compositions, suggesting
there are multiple ways to adjust ion channel use to achieve firing
rate homeostasis (Marder and Goaillard, 2006). Therefore, activity-
regulated-transcription-dependent mechanisms of achieving firing
rate homeostasis could be operating in our assay, but neurons may
be able to compensate for their loss with transcription-independent
mechanisms.

It is also possible that we failed to observe a role for transcrip-
tion in regulating firing rate homeostasis because firing rate is not
the activity parameter that transcription-dependent mechanisms
of homeostatic plasticity regulate. For example, criticality is a
network-level property of neuronal circuits that describes circuits
that have stable activity, i.e., activity that neither dies out nor
increases over time (Shew and Plenz, 2013). A recent study dem-
onstrated that in response to visual deprivation, the mouse visual
cortex initially enters a subcritical state but returns to criticality
over a period of 48 h, which is faster than the cortex undergoes

4

(Figure legend continued.) (�3 to 0 h, vs 27–30 h), testing difference from fold-change � 1.
P values shown from a t test on log(fold-change in firing rate) comparing control and inhibitor-
treated cultures. D, Like (C) but with FLA treatment. n � 3 biological replicates (units/replicate:
Control, 61–116; FLA, 22–73). FLA-treated neurons adapt back to their baseline firing rates by
the end of the assay: p � 0.31, t test of log fold-change in firing rates between the baseline and
the last 3 h of the assay (�3 to 0 h, vs 27–30 h), testing the difference from fold-change � 1.
E, Firing rate distributions for each replicate at two time points for PTX-treated units from
ActD-treated samples: baseline (�3 to 0 h) and post-homeostasis (27–30 h). q values repre-
sent FDR-adjusted Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing indicated distributions. F, Same as E
but for FLA-treated samples. G, The fold-change in firing rate over the course of the assay for
ActD experiments. DMSO was added at time 0. Lighter lines are medians from each of n � 4
biological replicates (units/replicate: Control, 78 –187; ActD: 129 –214). Darker lines represent
the mean of the median firing rates for replicates from each genotype. P values shown from a t
test on log(fold-change in firing rate) comparing control and inhibitor-treated cultures. H, The
fold-change in firing rate over the course of the assay when ActD was added at�0.5 h, and then
either DMSO or PTX was added at time 0. Lighter lines are medians from individual replicates
(n � 4 biological replicates; same data as in C and G). Darker lines represent the mean of the
median firing rates for replicates from each genotype. P values shown from a t test on log(fold-
change in firing rate) comparing DMSO- and PTX-treated cultures. I, Like G but for FLA-treated
cultures. n � 3 biological replicates (units/replicate: Control, 60 –169; FLA: 29 –172). Data
provided in Figure 7-1, available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1108-19.2019.F7-1.
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firing rate homeostasis in response to the same perturbation (Ma
et al., 2019). Modeling suggests that homeostasis of criticality
could be mediated by transcription-dependent synaptic scaling,
raising the possibility that transcription-dependent homeostatic
plasticity controls criticality rather than firing rate. In addition to
firing rate and criticality, neurons also undergo homeostasis of
firing pattern (Marder and Goaillard, 2006), and transcription
could also potentially regulate firing pattern homeostasis, for ex-
ample through regulation of ion channel expression. Our work
thus does not rule out a role for activity-regulated transcription
in neuronal activity homeostasis, but raises the possibility that to
identify its role, it may be important to consider parameters of
neuronal activity other than firing rate.
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